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Inclusive approaches to learning, teaching 
and assessment (3.3)
Where is it situated in the Inclusion project?
“The HEI teams will cascade down the national guidelines and the master level 
plans to the actual implementation mechanisms for widening access to HE. 
Resources will be developed to implement inclusive teaching/learning and the 
best collaborative team/student-based practices from EU countries. Following it, 
universal design principles for inclusive teaching/learning leading to diversity and 
equality will be emphasized. All developments will feed into the guidelines for 
inclusive instruction. Based on the latter, a training of 40 PCU staff members will 
be delivered in UCLL to enable them to act as online training e-coaches. 
Following the trainings, a series of webinars will be piloted at the HEIs.  Findings 
of the pilot study will feed into refinement and finalization of the guidelines for 
inclusive teaching and learning.”

New element: inclusive assessment
The guidelines consists of three chapters:

- Chapter 1: The inclusive curriculum 
- Chapter 2: Learning and teaching guidelines 
- Chapter 3: Inclusive approaches to assessment / examinations (new!)

The benchmarking tool, developed in this project, includes the inclusive 
curriculum (chapter 1) and learning and teaching guidelines (chapter 2). Inclusive
approaches to assessment (chapter 3) make the teaching and learning process 
complete.
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Introduction
In learning environments, such as schools and universities, individual variability 
is the norm, not the exception. When curricula are designed to meet the needs of
an imaginary “average”, they do not address the reality learner variability. They 
fail to provide all individuals with fair and equal opportunities to learn by 
excluding learners with different abilities, backgrounds, and motivations who do 
not meet the illusive criteria for “average”. 
UDL helps address learner variability by suggesting flexible goals, methods, 
materials, and assessments that empower educators to meet these varied 
needs. Curricula that is created using UDL is designed from the outset to meet 
the needs of all learners, making costly, time-consuming, and after-the-fact 
changes unnecessary. The UDL framework encourages creating flexible designs 
from the start that have customizable options, which allow all learners to 
progress from where they are and not where we would have imagined them to 
be. The options for accomplishing this are varied and robust enough to provide 
effective instruction to all learners. 

The guidelines in question on inclusive curriculum design, inclusive 
teaching/learning and inclusive assessment consist of reflective questions and 
practical tips. Both can be used as an inspiration in teams or individually, when 
(re)starting the process of designing an inclusive environment. 
The reflective questions and practical tips are retrieved from different sources, 
indicated after each chapter. At the end of the guidelines more useful websites 
are mentioned for those who want additional information.
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Chapter 1: Curriculum design
1.1. Questions to consider
Ask yourself 

• What processes are in place for developing the curriculum and the 
competence standards for new courses or rewriting existing courses? 
• Who is involved in course and curriculum planning – is there a group of 
colleagues discussing how this can be addressed by others – or is curricula
design a private process at your institution? 
• To what extent are topics like diversity and disability an issue in course 
and curricula planning? 
• Which elements outside the institutions are strongly affecting the planning 
and design process – and what is negotiable among these demands?
• What are the core requirements of the course or program that you design?
• How accessible is the curriculum for students with different needs? 
• Which core requirements cannot be changed, regardless of any disability?
• How can the competence standards and learning outcome descriptions be
made more accessible for students with different needs? 
• What steps has to be taken in the design of specific learning objectives?

Want to know more? 
http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpractice
guideline.pdf

http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpracticeguideline.pdf
http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpracticeguideline.pdf
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1.2. Planning inclusive curriculum design

Here are 6 elements to consider when planning inclusive curriculum design:
1. Course description – challenge your assumptions on UDL and diversity
2. Be explicit on general course objectives – motivation is everything
3. Be explicit on specific learning objectives – consider core values and methods.
This is specifications about
- Knowledge
- Skills
- General competence
4. Define reading lists – think alternative routes for access to literature
5. Methods of assessing student learning: Use UDL thinking on assignments and
other feedback
6. Know your diverse users – the baseline for all UDL thinking

Want to know more? 
http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpractice
guideline.pdf

http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpracticeguideline.pdf
http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpracticeguideline.pdf
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Chapter 2: Inclusive learning and teaching
2.1. Questions to consider 
Ask yourself

• Think about your own practice and how you respond in an innovative way to 
diversity in the student population. What example of good practice are you 
most proud of? 
• Think about redesigning your own educational practice with diversity in mind, 
to create an inclusive, accessible and welcoming learning environment for all 
students. What challenges do you expect?
• What do you want the students to learn? 
• What will we gain from a lecture? 
• What will we gain from co-operative activities such as group work? 
• How will students achieve the learning outcome in the best possible way? 
• Are there other ways students can get the same knowledge? 
• What if some of your students have a hearing or visual impairment or 
dyslexia– how could you provide alternatives for the diversity of students?
• How do you present information? Do you deliver a speech, or do you 
encourage students to find information and knowledge elsewhere? 
• Do you engage with the students? What other methods can make students 
learn the content? 
• How can you facilitate their learning process? How do you motivate and 
inspire students to be engaged in the subject?

Want to know more? 
http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpractice
guideline.pdf

2.2. Inclusive teaching and learning
In order to respond to the diversity of students’ needs and strengths, it is 
necessary to vary the methods we use and be flexible when it comes to 
presenting information and knowledge, how students demonstrate their 
knowledge and how we get them motivated and engaged in the subject. 
This corresponds to the three principles of Universal Design for Learning, shown 
in the graphic organiser below.

1) Provide Multiple Means of Representation
2) Provide Multiple Means of Action and Expression
3) Provide Multiple Means of Engagement

http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpracticeguideline.pdf
http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpracticeguideline.pdf
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2.2.1.: Principle1: Multiple means of presentation
Guideline 1: Provide options for perception

 Checkpoint 1: Offer ways of customizing the display of information
 Display information in a flexible format so that the following perceptual 

features can be varied: 
o The size of text, images, graphs, tables, or other visual content 
o The contrast between background and text or image 
o The color used for information or emphasis 
o The volume or rate of speech or sound
o The speed or timing of video, animation, sound, simulations, 

etc.
o The layout of visual or other elements 
o The font used for print materials

 Checkpoint 2: Offer alternatives for auditory information
 Use text equivalents in the form of captions or automated speech-to-

text (voice recognition) for spoken language
 Provide visual diagrams, charts, notations of music or sound
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 Provide written transcripts for videos or auditory clips
 Provide visual and/or emotional description for musical interpretation

 Checkpoint 3: Offer alternatives for visual information
 Provide descriptions (text or spoken) for all images, graphics, video, or 

animations
 Provide auditory cues for key concepts and transitions in visual 

information
 Follow accessibility standards when creating digital text
 Allow for a competent aide, partner, or “intervener” to read text aloud
 Provide access to text-to-Speech software

Guideline 2: Provide options for language, mathematical expressions, and 
symbols

 Checkpoint 2.1.: Clarify vocabulary and symbols
 Pre-teach vocabulary and symbols, especially in ways that promote 

connection to the learners’ experience and prior knowledge
 Highlight how complex terms, expressions, or equations are composed

of simpler words or symbols
 Embed support for vocabulary and symbols within the text (e.g., 

hyperlinks or footnotes to definitions, explanations, illustrations, 
previous coverage, translations) 

 Checkpoint 2.2.: Clarify syntax and structure
 Clarify unfamiliar syntax (in language or in math formulas) or 

underlying structure (in diagrams, graphs, illustrations, extended 
expositions or narratives) through alternatives that:

o Highlight structural relations or make them more explicit
o Make connections to previously learned structures
o Make relationships between elements explicit (e.g., highlighting 

the transition words in an essay, links between ideas in a 
concept map, etc.) 

 Checkpoint 2.3.: Support decoding of text, mathematical notation, and 
symbols
 Allow for flexibility and easy access to multiple representations of 

notation where appropriate (e.g., formulas, word problems, graphs)
 Offer clarification of notation through lists of key terms

 Checkpoint 2.4.: Promote understanding across languages
 Make all key information in the dominant language also available in 

first languages for learners with limited proficiency 
 Link key vocabulary words to definitions and pronunciations in both 

dominant and heritage languages
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 Define domain-specific vocabulary using both domain-specific and 
common terms

 Provide electronic translation tools or links to multilingual glossaries on
the web

 Embed visual, non-linguistic supports for vocabulary clarification 
(pictures, videos, etc)

 Checkpoint 2.5.: Illustrate through multiple media
 Present key concepts in one form of symbolic representation (e.g., an 

expository text or a math equation) with an alternative form  (e.g., an 
illustration, dance/movement, diagram, table, model, video, comic strip,
storyboard, photograph, animation, physical or virtual manipulative)  

 Make explicit links between information provided in texts and any 
accompanying representation of that information in illustrations, 
equations, charts, or diagrams

Guideline 3: Provide options for comprehension
 Checkpoint 3.1.: Activate or supply background knowledge

 Anchor instruction by linking to and activating relevant prior knowledge 
(e.g., using visual imagery, concept anchoring, or concept mastery 
routines)

 Bridge concepts with relevant analogies and metaphors
 Make explicit cross-curricular connections 

 Checkpoint 3.2.: Highlight patterns, critical features, big ideas, and 
relationships
 Highlight or emphasize key elements in text, graphics, diagrams, 

formulas
 Use multiple examples and non-examples to emphasize critical 

features
 Use cues and prompts to draw attention to critical features
 Highlight previously learned skills that can be used to solve unfamiliar 

problems

 Checkpoint 3.3.: Guide information processing, visualization, and 
manipulation
 Give explicit prompts for each step in a sequential process
 Introduce graduated scaffolds that support information processing 

strategies
 Provide multiple entry points to a lesson and optional pathways 

through content (e.g., exploring big ideas through dramatic works, arts 
and literature, film and media)

 “Chunk” information into smaller elements
 Progressively release information (e.g., sequential highlighting)
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 Remove unnecessary distractions unless they are essential to the 
instructional goal

 Checkpoint 3.4.: Maximize transfer and generalization
 Provide checklists, organizers, sticky notes, electronic reminders
 Prompt the use of mnemonic strategies and devices 
 Incorporate explicit opportunities for review and practice
 Provide templates, graphic organizers, concept maps to support note-

taking
 Provide scaffolds that connect new information to prior knowledge 

(e.g., word webs)
 Embed new ideas in familiar ideas and contexts (e.g., use of analogy, 

metaphor, drama, music, film, etc.)
 Provide explicit, supported opportunities to generalize learning to new 

situations 
 Offer opportunities over time to revisit key ideas and linkages between 

ideas 

2.2.2. Principle 2: Multiple means of action and representation 
Guideline 4: Provide options for physical action

 Checkpoint 4.1.: Vary the methods for response and navigation
 Provide alternatives in the requirements for rate, timing, speed, and 

range of motor action required to interact with instructional materials, 
physical manipulatives, and technologies

 Provide alternatives for physically responding or indicating selections 
(e.g., alternatives to marking with pen and pencil, alternatives to 
mouse control)

 Provide alternatives for physically interacting with materials by hand, 
voice, single switch, joystick, keyboard, or adapted keyboard

 Checkpoint 4.2.: Optimize access to tools and assistive technologies
 Provide alternate keyboard commands for mouse action
 Build switch and scanning options for increased independent access 

and keyboard alternatives 
 Provide access to alternative keyboards
 Customize overlays for touch screens and keyboards
 Select software that works seamlessly with keyboard alternatives and 

alt keys

Guideline 5: Provide options for expression and communication
 Checkpoint 5.1.: Use multiple media for communication

 Compose in multiple media such as text, speech, drawing, illustration, 
design, film, music, dance/movement, visual art, sculpture or video 
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 Use social media and interactive web tools (e.g., discussion forums, chats, 
web design, annotation tools, storyboards, comic strips, animation 
presentations)

 Solve problems using a variety of strategies

 Checkpoint 5.2.: Use multiple tools for construction and composition
 Provide spellcheckers, grammar checkers, word prediction software
 Provide Text-To-Speech software (voice recognition), human dictation,

recording
 Provide calculators, graphing calculators, geometric sketchpads, or 

pre-formatted graph paper
 Use web applications (e.g., wikis, animation, presentation)

 Checkpoint 5.3.: Build fluencies with graduated levels of support for 
practice and performance
 Provide differentiated mentors (i.e., teachers/tutors who use different 

approaches to motivate, guide, feedback or inform)
 Provide scaffolds that can be gradually released with increasing 

independence and skills (e.g., embedded into digital reading and 
writing software)

 Provide differentiated feedback (e.g., feedback that is accessible 
because it can be customized to individual learners)

 Provide multiple examples of novel solutions to authentic problems

Guideline 6: Provide options for executive functions
 Checkpoint 6.1.: Guide appropriate goal-setting

 Provide prompts and scaffolds to estimate effort, resources, and 
difficulty

 Provide models or examples of the process and product of goal-setting
 Provide guides and checklists for scaffolding goal-setting
 Post goals, objectives, and schedules in an obvious place

 Checkpoint 6.2.: Support planning and strategy development
 Embed prompts to “stop and think” before acting as well as adequate 

space
 Embed prompts to “show and explain your work” (e.g., portfolio review,

art critiques)
 Provide checklists and project planning templates for understanding 

the problem, setting up prioritization, sequences, and schedules of 
steps

 Embed coaches or mentors that model think-alouds of the process
 Provide guides for breaking long-term goals into reachable short-term 

objectives 

 Checkpoint 6.3.: Facilitate managing information and resources
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 Provide graphic organizers and templates for data collection and 
organizing information

 Embed prompts for categorizing and systematizing
 Provide checklists and guides for note-taking

 Checkpoint 6.4.: Enhance capacity for monitoring progress
 Ask questions to guide self-monitoring and reflection
 Show representations of progress (e.g., before and after photos, 

graphs and charts showing progress over time, process portfolios) 
 Prompt learners to identify the type of feedback or advice that they are 

seeking
 Use templates that guide self-reflection on quality and completeness
 Provide differentiated models of self-assessment strategies (e.g., role-

playing, video reviews, peer feedback)
Use of assessment checklists, scoring rubrics, and multiple examples of annotated student

work/performance examples
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2.2.3. Principle 3: Multiple means of engagement 
Guideline 7: Provide options for recruiting interest

 Checkpoint 7.1.: Optimize individual choice and autonomy
 Provide learners with as much discretion and autonomy as possible by 

providing choices in such things as: 
o The level of perceived challenge
o The type of rewards or recognition available
o The context or content used for practicing and assessing skills
o The tools used for information gathering or production
o The color, design, or graphics of layouts, etc.
o The sequence or timing for completion of subcomponents of tasks

 Allow learners to participate in the design of classroom activities and 
academic tasks

 Involve learners, where and whenever possible, in setting their own 
personal academic and behavioral goals

 Checkpoint 7.2.: Optimize relevance, value, and authenticity
 Vary activities and sources of information so that they can be: 

o Personalized and contextualized to learners’ lives
o Culturally relevant and responsive
o Socially relevant
o Age and ability appropriate
o Appropriate for different racial, cultural, ethnic, and gender groups

 Design activities so that learning outcomes are authentic, communicate to 
real audiences, and reflect a purpose that is clear to the participants 

 Provide tasks that allow for active participation, exploration and 
experimentation

 Invite personal response, evaluation and self-reflection to content and 
activities

 Include activities that foster the use of imagination to solve novel and 
relevant problems, or make sense of complex ideas in creative ways

 Checkpoint 7.3.: Minimize threats and distractions
 Create an accepting and supportive classroom climate
 Vary the level of novelty or risk

o Charts, calendars, schedules, visible timers, cues, etc. that can 
increase the predictability of daily activities and transitions

o Creation of class routines
o Alerts and previews that can help learners anticipate and prepare 

for changes in activities, schedules, and novel events 
o Options that can, in contrast to the above, maximize the 

unexpected, surprising, or novel in highly routinized activities
 Vary the level of sensory stimulation 

o Variation in the presence of background noise or visual stimulation, 
noise buffers, number of features or items presented at a time

o Variation in pace of work, length of work sessions, availability of 
breaks or time-outs, or timing or sequence of activities
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 Vary the social demands required for learning or performance, the 
perceived level of support and protection and the requirements for public 
display and evaluation 

 Involve all participants in whole class discussions  

Guideline 8: Provide options for sustaining effort and persistence
 Checkpoint 8.1.: Heighten salience of goals and objectives

 Display the goal in multiple ways
 Encourage division of long-term goals into short-term objectives
 Demonstrate the use of hand-held or computer-based scheduling tools 
 Use prompts or scaffolds for visualizing desired outcome
 Engage learners in assessment discussions of what constitutes excellence 

and generate relevant examples that connect to their cultural background 
and interests

 Checkpoint 8.2.: Vary demands and resources to optimize challenge
 Differentiate the degree of difficulty or complexity within which core 

activities can be completed
 Provide alternatives in the permissible tools and scaffolds
 Vary the degrees of freedom for acceptable performance
 Emphasize process, effort, improvement in meeting standards as 

alternatives to external evaluation and competition

 Checkpoint 8.3.: Foster collaboration and community  
 Create cooperative learning groups with clear goals, roles, and 

responsibilities 
 Provide prompts that guide learners in when and how to ask peers and/or 

teachers for help
 Encourage and support opportunities for peer interactions and supports 

(e.g., peer-tutors)
 Construct communities of learners engaged in common interests or 

activities
 Create expectations for group work (e.g., rubrics, norms, etc.)

 Checkpoint 8.4.: Increase mastery-oriented feedback
 Provide feedback that encourages perseverance, focuses on development 

of efficacy and self-awareness, and encourages the use of specific 
supports and strategies in the face of challenge 

 Provide feedback that emphasizes effort, improvement, and achieving a 
standard rather than on relative performance

 Provide feedback that is frequent, timely, and specific
 Provide feedback that is substantive and informative rather than 

comparative or competitive 
 Provide feedback that models how to incorporate evaluation, including 

identifying patterns of errors and wrong answers, into positive strategies for
future success  

Guideline 9: Provide options for self-regulation
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 Checkpoint 9.1.: Promote expectations and beliefs that optimize motivation
 Provide prompts, reminders, guides, rubrics, checklists that focus on 

elevating the frequency of self-reflection and self-reinforcements
 Provide coaches, mentors, or agents that model the process of setting 

personally appropriate goals that take into account both strengths and 
weaknesses

 Support activities that encourage self-reflection and identification of 
personal goals

 Checkpoint 9.2.: Facilitate personal coping skills and strategies
 Provide differentiated models, scaffolds and feedback for: 

o Seeking external emotional support
o Developing internal controls and coping skills 
o Appropriately handling subject specific phobias and judgments of 

“natural” aptitude (e.g., “how can I improve on the areas I am 
struggling in?” rather than “I am not good at math”)

o Use real life situations or simulations to demonstrate coping skills 

 Checkpoint 9.3.: Develop self-assessment and reflection
 Offer devices, aids, or charts to assist individuals in learning to collect, 

chart and display data from their own behavior for the purpose of 
monitoring changes in those behaviors

 Use activities that include a means by which learners get feedback and 
have access to alternative scaffolds (e.g., charts, templates, feedback 
displays) that support understanding progress in a manner that is 
understandable and timely

Want to know more? 
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/downloads 

http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/downloads
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Chapter 3: Inclusive assessment
3.1. Questions to consider 
Ask yourself

• What is the relationship between assessment methods and students’ needs and 
strengths? 
• What are the main barriers for students with a disability in the exam situation? 
• What is the relationship between learning goals and the way I assess 
achievement of the learning goals? 
• Can we vary assessment methods and provide alternative ways to demonstrate 
knowledge (written, digital, physical)? 
• Can you give students the opportunity to choose how they will respond to a task? 
• Do you state the purpose and criteria for goal achievement? 
• Do you state what it takes to carry out the task methodically and show examples 
of how the task can be completed? 
• Is the assessment an opportunity for learning? 
• Do you ensure a close connection between students’ achievement, your chosen 
assessment method and the feedback you provide to the student?

Want to know more? 
http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpracticeguid
eline.pdf

3.2. Inclusive assessment
3.2.1. Run exams inclusively 
Consider revisiting your course requirements: to what extent are exams essential to 
the learning outcomes of your modules? Some of the ends achieved through exams 
may be equally or better served by other forms of assessment. One possibility is to 
give students more choice in the extent to which they sit exams. Variations on the 
standard unseen exam are another possibility. 
• If exams are used, make sure that the rationale of each exam is explained in 
advance, that questions are clear and straightforward and that the exam paper is fully
accessible. Be clear about what is being assessed: will grammar and spelling be 
considered as well as content? 
• Ensure that students are able to access past examples of assessment, and that 
these can be provided in alternative formats if necessary. Various seminar activities 
can be devised to help students get to grips with exam requirements: mock exams, 
exercises involving students setting exams themselves, etc. 
• Consider whether you could accept answers to exam questions in a number of 
different forms.
• Consider ‘student-friendly’ alternatives to traditional unseen exams, such as open-
book exams, take-away exams, open-notes exams (in which students do not bring 
books into the exam-room but are allowed to bring in notes) and multiple-choice 
questionnaires. Structured exams of various kinds – in which, for example, one 
question requiring a short answer might lead from or to another – can, if well 
designed, be a good way of assessing sophisticated knowledge and skills. If you 
think carefully about what you want to assess in an exam, one of these non-

http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpracticeguideline.pdf
http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpracticeguideline.pdf
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traditional formats may turn out to be a better method than an exam in the traditional 
essay-based format.
3.2.2. Be flexible when adjusting exams for particular students
In making specific adjustments to exam procedure to help students with special 
requirements, try also to take account of the individual student. Don’t make too many 
assumptions about their requirements based on your general impression of what that
student’s ‘impairment’ or special circumstances might imply. 
• Discuss the exam in more detail with a student who has particular concerns. A 
different way of meeting the assessment may need extra time. 
• You could run a mock assessment to allow a student to estimate how much extra 
time they need. Practising in advance will also help students who want to use an 
amanuensis in the exam-room. 
• Some students may need to use a computer in the exam room. 
• Some disabled students will find it very beneficial to take breaks. It is important, 
however, that rest breaks are given at the time that the student wishes to take them 
as an enforced break could do more harm than good. 
• Some students will have specific accessibility requirements, such as Braille exam 
papers, taped questions or the reading aloud of questions before the exam. Other 
needs will be more easily met, such as exam papers in large print or on coloured 
paper. Make sure you are ready in advance for any anomalies the use of different 
formats might create in terms of local policy on, for example, anonymous/blind 
marking. 
• Consider allowing students to redraft their scripts if their handwriting is illegible: 
following the exam, the student could read their paper to an amanuensis who could 
then rewrite it, both rough and fair scripts being submitted to the marker.

Want to know more? file:///D:/u0073619/Downloads/seedguide_inclusive.pdf 

file:///D:/u0073619/Downloads/seedguide_inclusive.pdf
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Used websites
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/downloads 

http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpracticeguid
eline.pdf (curriculum)

file:///D:/u0073619/Downloads/seedguide_inclusive.pdf 

Other useful websites
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl

https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/system/files/inclusivelearningandteaching_finalreport.
pdf 

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.18989!/file/The-inclusive-learning-and-
teaching-handbook.pdf 

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/inclusive-learning-teaching#section-educators 

http://inclusive.tki.org.nz/guides/universal-design-for-learning/ 

http://inclusive.tki.org.nz/guides/universal-design-for-learning/
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/inclusive-learning-teaching#section-educators
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.18989!/file/The-inclusive-learning-and-teaching-handbook.pdf
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.18989!/file/The-inclusive-learning-and-teaching-handbook.pdf
https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/system/files/inclusivelearningandteaching_finalreport.pdf
https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/system/files/inclusivelearningandteaching_finalreport.pdf
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl
file:///D:/u0073619/Downloads/seedguide_inclusive.pdf
http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpracticeguideline.pdf
http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpracticeguideline.pdf
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/downloads


 [Grant Agreement Number 2016-3686/001-001]

[Project Name and Number: Development and Implementation of Social Dimension Strategies in Armenia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina through Cross-Regional Peer-Learning – 574139-EPP-1-2016-1-AM-EPPKA2-CBHE-JP]

3rd Coordination Meeting
May 11, 2018

15:00

UNT, BiH

Type of meeting: 3rd Coordination Meeting

Facilitator/Chair: INCLUSION Management team 

Attendees: All partners (see attached the registration list)

Minutes

Agenda item: Technical and Operational management: project calendar Presenter: Ruzanna Minasyan - SAFAA

Discussion:

First, the INCLUSION activity calendar was discussed and presented to the project partners per workpackage. The
management team outlined the key activities conducted within each of current WPs and further steps and events. The
main focus was on WP2 and WP3, where the developments are in the process of culmination. The activities within WP2
(Master plans and Guidelines on Inclusive education at HEIs) are to be finalized by the end of the academic year and
activities within WP3 are to start and to be developed after the event in Leuven, June 2018. Another special attention
was drawn to the issue of equipment. The Bosnian partners were asked and urged to finalize the purchase of equipment
to allow for the request of further funding from Brussels. 

Conclusions:

The working calendar was discussed and agreed among the project participants and respective deadlines were set for the
upcoming  activities.  The  activities  within  WP5-WP8  are  in  line  with  the  project  planned  schedule  and  will  be
implemented accordingly. 

Action items Partner responsible: Deadline

Developments and finalization: master plans and guidelines All AM and BIH partners July 2018

Developments: inclusive teaching and learning, resources All AM and BIH partners October 2018

 Equipment purchase (installation) AM HEIs and BIH HEIs September 2018

Agenda item: Operational and Technical Management: Event calendar Presenter:
INCLUSION MNGT 
TEAM

Discussion:

1 | P a g e



 [Grant Agreement Number 2016-3686/001-001]

[Project Name and Number: Development and Implementation of Social Dimension Strategies in Armenia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina through Cross-Regional Peer-Learning – 574139-EPP-1-2016-1-AM-EPPKA2-CBHE-JP]

The two events are scheduled for the rest of 2018: PCU staff training, Leuven Belgium in June 2018 and workshops in
Armenia and Bosnia and Herzegovina with field stakeholders during November 2018. 

The organization of two events is in process and will be reported accordingly. 

Conclusions:

The event evaluations will be conducted after the completion and will be embedded in respective reports together with
all the supporting documents. 

Action items Partner responsible Deadline

Training for PCU staff All partners 26-30 June 2018

Workshops in Armania and B&H Local partners, stakeholders November 2018

Agenda item: Project financial management: guiding notes. Presenter: INCLUSION MNGT

Discussion:

The second part of the coordination meeting was devoted to the discussions on financial aspects and issues mainly
outlined  after  the  submission  of  the  interim  report.  With  this  regard  the  following  items  were  put  forth  by  the
management team and discussed: 

 Lessons learnt from the interim report

 Issues per budget heading and respective deadlines

 Exchange rate issue

 Co-financing

All the items were presented (attached presentation) and thoroughly discussed with the participants. No objections were
mentioned by the consortium. 

Lessons learnt after the Interim report: First, the management team presented the major points outlined after the
submission of the interim report. Among the issues, the template for the financial reporting and extra financial reporting
were mentioned.

Issues per budget heading: The management team presented each of budget headings (staff costs, travel, subcontract
and equipment) and mentioned the major issues found out while writing the interim financial report. For staff costs, the
importance  of  templates  and  the  mechanisms of  filling  in  the  data  were  discussed.  It  was  agreed  to  separate  the
workpackage type and category per joint declaration for further reporting and prepare the respective timesheets. It was
also agreed to focus more attention on the descriptions both in JDs and TSs in order to differentiate the categories and
tasks performed by the consortium. Further reporting deadlines for staff costs were set. For travel costs and costs of
stay,  the  consortium was  reminded about  the  main  supporting documents  and  the  calculation  for  the  current  and
upcoming events were presented to the participants. The major issue here was the PRIOR request for authorization for
the travel of the staff not coming from home country (different route).  The deadlines for submission of the supporting
documents were also set. No changes were discussed for the submission of the supporting documents for equipment
and subcontracting. 

Exchange rate was presented again to the participants with the special note: the fixed rate is applied only for ACTUAL
costs, while for UNIT costs daily rate can be applied. By now the fixed exchange rate is to be calculated for January
2017.
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 [Grant Agreement Number 2016-3686/001-001]

[Project Name and Number: Development and Implementation of Social Dimension Strategies in Armenia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina through Cross-Regional Peer-Learning – 574139-EPP-1-2016-1-AM-EPPKA2-CBHE-JP]

Co-financing: The  final  item discussed  with  the  consortium was  co-financing.  It  was  noted  that  co-financing  is
compulsory for E+ projects and is to be submitted with the financial report each year by each of the partner institution. 

Conclusions:

All the remarks and notes outlined by the management team were agreed with the consortium and taken as important for
further consideration.  

Action items Partner responsible Deadline

Purchase of equipment by B&H to request the II pre-financing B&G HEIs URGENT

Extra financial report for the II pre-financing All partners
Once 
announced

Next financial report All partners 15/12/2018

Next periods for staff cost reporting All partners

07/07/2018

15/12/2018

Supporting documents for travel to B&H, May 2018 All participant partners 20/05/2018

Supporting documents for travel to UCLL, June 2018 All participant partners 07/07/2018

Other Information

Next steps

Upcoming event: Workshop within WP3 

Dates: 26-30 June 2018 (3 working days and 2 travel days)

Venue: UCLL, Belgium

Participants per partner: please consult your budget

Additional information (if any) 

The first dissemination report will be prepared by UNT and AUA and circulated among the consortium.

Constant update of the web-site will be done by the management team. 

Special notes: 

Please follow all the deadlines outlined and keep them to ensure the smooth flow of the project implementation. 

Attachments: 

 Presentations by partner institutions and by the management team 

 Registration list
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INCLUSION Project

Guidelines for
inclusive learning

and teaching
(University version)

June  2018, version 1



Contents

1. Introduction  (Uni Graz & Louise & Michaela) 

2. Understandings of inclusion (Liesbeth, Clara & Bridget)

3. The Inclusive curriculum UNTZ

a. content  and diversity 
b. different viewpoints acknowledged 
c. inclusive course timetables (including exam and assessment schedules)
d. making the most of technology / online glossaries
e. staff / faculty roles and responsibilities

4. Inclusive classrooms  AUA 
a. practical areas and laboratories
b. room layouts
c. acoustics / sound  and lighting
d. suitable spaces for discussions 
e. access issues ( e.g. for wheelchairs)

5. Inclusive presentations UNT
a. screen size / clarity of presentation
b. inclusive use of PowerPoint or other presentation software
c. fonts and colour schemes / inclusive use of photos and diagrams
d. inclusive ways of delivering a lecture 
e. speed of delivery / pace of presentation

6. Inclusive assessments SAFAA 
a. managing assessment  - extra time / offering alternative assessment formats 
b. offering students  a range of assessments / inclusive marking criteria 
c. written exams and essays
d. verbal assessments / vivas
e. film / video and photography / portfolios as assessments

7. Inclusive technologies AUA
a. Using accessible software
b. Checklist for accessible websites / international accessibility standards
c. Reading software  / writing software
d. Software for planning student projects / dissertations 
e. Audio recording in class / recording lectures

8. Inclusive resources UNT
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a. the inclusive library
b. inclusive reading lists / bibliographies
c. handouts and worksheets
d. practical resources to use in class ( post-its / flipcharts /  other activities)
e. specialist resources for students ( e.g. those with disabilities; international 

students)

9. Inclusive trips and visits UNTZ
a. planning for an inclusive experience
b.  including everyone in the learning activities
c. students who cannot attend a trip / visit
d. financial considerations / cost of visits
e. making the most of technology to support learning ( photography / audio )

10. Inclusive admissions SAFAA
a. inclusive publicity and marketing
b. inclusive outreach events / working with schools and colleges
c. funding and financial advice for students and their families
d. admission systems for students with a disability 
e. admissions for under-represented groups ( e.g. international students / students 

with a medical condition)

11. Further readings and resources (Graz Uni, with help from Liesbeth, Clara & Bridget)

a. Checklists for inclusive teaching 

b. Observation of faculty

c. Example websites from other universities

d. Disability

e. International students

f. Assessment 

g. Academic writing support 
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Inclusive curriculum design 

Higher Education Academy (2018). ‘Embedding equality and diversity in the curriculum: 
Developing a train the trainers model’ (useful for programme leaders / senior management), at: 
https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/knowledge-hub/embedding-equality-and-diversity-curriculum-
developing-train-trainers-model-0

Higher Education Academy (2011). Inclusive curriculum design in higher education (with a range 
of examples from different disciplines) . At: https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/knowledge-
hub/inclusive-curriculum-design-higher-education

Strathclyde University (2005) Creating accessible course or programme design and structure for 
disabled students. At: http://www.teachability.strath.ac.uk/chapter_2/reflectingonpractice2.html

University College Dublin (2017) ‘Universal Design for Curriculum Design’ at:
http://www.ucd.ie/all/supports/informationforstaff/stafftraininganduniversaldesign/ 

General advice for staff / faculty
Equality Challenge Unit (2016). ‘Inclusive learning and teaching: Providing support, adjustments 

and inclusive learning materials.’ At: https://www.ecu.ac.uk/guidance-resources/student-
recruitment-retention-attainment/student-retention/inclusive-learning-teaching/

Queen’s University, Belfast (2010). ‘Teaching For Inclusion In Higher Education: A Guide to 
Practice’ at: 
https://www.qub.ac.uk/directorates/AcademicStudentAffairs/CentreforEducationalDevelopment/Us
efulInformation/Inclusion/ 

Sheffield University (2012) ‘ The Inclusive learning and Teaching handbook’. At: 
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.18989!/file/The-inclusive-learning-and-teaching-
handbook.pdf 

University of Bath (2016). ‘Inclusive Education Briefing: Small Groups and Tutorials’. At: 
http://www.bath.ac.uk/learningandteaching/pdf/inclusive_education/Inclusive_Education_-
_Small_Groups_x_Tutorials_Mar_2016.pdf

University of Plymouth (2017) ‘How can I be more inclusive? A list of tips and advice videos for 
academic staff about fostering inclusive teaching and learning environments.’ 
At: https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/your-university/teaching-and-learning/inclusivity/how-can-i-be-
more-inclusive

https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/knowledge-hub/embedding-equality-and-diversity-curriculum-developing-train-trainers-model-0
https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/knowledge-hub/embedding-equality-and-diversity-curriculum-developing-train-trainers-model-0
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/your-university/teaching-and-learning/inclusivity/how-can-i-be-more-inclusive
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/your-university/teaching-and-learning/inclusivity/how-can-i-be-more-inclusive
http://www.bath.ac.uk/learningandteaching/pdf/inclusive_education/Inclusive_Education_-_Small_Groups_x_Tutorials_Mar_2016.pdf
http://www.bath.ac.uk/learningandteaching/pdf/inclusive_education/Inclusive_Education_-_Small_Groups_x_Tutorials_Mar_2016.pdf
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.18989!/file/The-inclusive-learning-and-teaching-handbook.pdf
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.18989!/file/The-inclusive-learning-and-teaching-handbook.pdf
https://www.ecu.ac.uk/guidance-resources/student-recruitment-retention-attainment/student-retention/inclusive-learning-teaching/
https://www.ecu.ac.uk/guidance-resources/student-recruitment-retention-attainment/student-retention/inclusive-learning-teaching/
http://www.ucd.ie/all/supports/informationforstaff/stafftraininganduniversaldesign/
http://www.teachability.strath.ac.uk/chapter_2/reflectingonpractice2.html
https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/knowledge-hub/inclusive-curriculum-design-higher-education
https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/knowledge-hub/inclusive-curriculum-design-higher-education


Inclusive assessment

Chapman, C. (2015). ‘Top Ten Tips on Inclusive Assessment’ at: 
http://www.learnhigher.ac.uk/learning-at-university/assessment/top-10-tips-on-inclusive-
assessment/ 

Equality Challenge Unit (2010). ‘Managing reasonable adjustments in higher education’. At: 
https://www.ecu.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/external/managing-reasonable-adjustments-in-higher-
education.pdf 

JISC (2016). ‘Transforming assessment and feedback with technology’
 https://www.jisc.ac.uk/guides/transforming-assessment-and-feedback/inclusive-assessment

Sheffield Hallam University (2016)  ‘Accessible Assessment – An Inclusive Practice Guide’ (useful 
advice re students with disabilities) https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/accessibleassessment/    

Waterfield, J. & West, B. (2006) Inclusive Assessment in Higher Education: A Resource for 
Change (The SPACE Project) . The Student Staff Partnership for Assessment Change and 
Evaluation (SPACE project, HEFCE). 

Inclusive use of Moodle / other e-learning ideas

Bath University (2016) ‘Inclusive Education Briefing: Using Moodle’, at:
http://www.bath.ac.uk/learningandteaching/pdf/inclusive_education/Inclusive_Education_-
_Using_Moodle_Mar_2016.pdf 

Methodist Church (2017) ‘Moodle for Beginners’ (a useful example of how you might introduce 
your virtual learning environment to new students / staff). At: 
http://www.methodist.org.uk/for-ministers-and-office-holders/local-preachers-and-worship-
leaders/worship-leading-preaching/worship-foundations/moodle-for-beginners/

Oxford Brookes University (2017). ‘Access to teaching materials before lectures, seminars, 
practical classes and other teaching sessions’ at: 
https://www.brookes.ac.uk/Documents/Staff/Academic/Inclusion/Access-to-teaching-materials-
before-lectures/

Examples of university policy on inclusive and accessible approaches to 
learning and teaching

University of Edinburgh (2018). At: 
https://www.ed.ac.uk/files/atoms/files/accessible_and_inclusive_learning_policy.pdf

University of Manchester (2018). At: http://documents.manchester.ac.uk/display.aspx?
DocID=24540 

University of Reading (2017). At: 
http://www.reading.ac.uk/web/files/qualitysupport/Policy_on_Inclusive_Practice_in_Teaching_and
_Learn.pdf 

http://www.reading.ac.uk/web/files/qualitysupport/Policy_on_Inclusive_Practice_in_Teaching_and_Learn.pdf
http://www.reading.ac.uk/web/files/qualitysupport/Policy_on_Inclusive_Practice_in_Teaching_and_Learn.pdf
http://documents.manchester.ac.uk/display.aspx?DocID=24540
http://documents.manchester.ac.uk/display.aspx?DocID=24540
https://www.ed.ac.uk/files/atoms/files/accessible_and_inclusive_learning_policy.pdf
https://www.brookes.ac.uk/Documents/Staff/Academic/Inclusion/Access-to-teaching-materials-before-lectures/
https://www.brookes.ac.uk/Documents/Staff/Academic/Inclusion/Access-to-teaching-materials-before-lectures/
http://www.methodist.org.uk/for-ministers-and-office-holders/local-preachers-and-worship-leaders/worship-leading-preaching/worship-foundations/moodle-for-beginners/
http://www.methodist.org.uk/for-ministers-and-office-holders/local-preachers-and-worship-leaders/worship-leading-preaching/worship-foundations/moodle-for-beginners/
http://www.bath.ac.uk/learningandteaching/pdf/inclusive_education/Inclusive_Education_-_Using_Moodle_Mar_2016.pdf
http://www.bath.ac.uk/learningandteaching/pdf/inclusive_education/Inclusive_Education_-_Using_Moodle_Mar_2016.pdf
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/accessibleassessment/
https://www.jisc.ac.uk/guides/transforming-assessment-and-feedback/inclusive-assessment
https://www.ecu.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/external/managing-reasonable-adjustments-in-higher-education.pdf
https://www.ecu.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/external/managing-reasonable-adjustments-in-higher-education.pdf
http://www.learnhigher.ac.uk/learning-at-university/assessment/top-10-tips-on-inclusive-assessment/
http://www.learnhigher.ac.uk/learning-at-university/assessment/top-10-tips-on-inclusive-assessment/


Inclusive approaches to learning, 
teaching and assessment 

 

 

Study visit UCLL 

March 5-9, 2018 

 



Guidelines: draft version 

1) Inclusive curriculum design 

 

2) Inclusive teaching and learning 

 

3) Inclusive assessment 



Part 1: Inclusive curriculum design 

http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpracticeguideline.pdf 

 

http://siho.be/sites/sites.arteveldehogeschool.be.siho/files/pdf_udl_abestpracticeguideline.pdf


Part 1: Inclusive curriculum design 

• Course description – challenge your assumptions on UDL and 
diversity 

• Be explicit on general course objectives – motivation is everything 

• Be explicit on specific learning objectives – consider core values and 
methods.  

• Define reading lists – think alternative routes for access to literature 

• Methods of assessing student learning: Use UDL thinking on 
assignments and other feedback 

• Know your diverse users – the baseline for all UDL thinking 

 



Part 2: Inclusive learning / teaching 

• http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/downloads  

 

• 3 principles 

• Multiple checkpoints and tips 

 

Inspiration 

Leads to inclusive instruction: each HEI decides what to take + 
elaborates own learning / teaching and assessment guidelines 

http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/downloads


UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR LEARNING (UDL) 



What? & Why? 

• Curriculum design (courses, evaluation, methods, etc) in such a way 
what it is accessible for all, independent of learning styles, needs and 
limitations of students 

 

• Diversity as a rule 

• Present from the beginning 

• It is more costly to arrange adaptations afterwards 

• It is more efficient than individual measures 

 



Based on neurologic research 





Principle 1: Provide multiple means of 
representation  

Checkpoint 1: Provide options for perception 

- Provide information in different ways: visual, audio, 
tactile 

- Use pictures, video, text, audio, graphs 

- Offer ways of customizing the display of 
information: possibility to enlarge text, to increase 
the sound, etc 

- Accessible texts: 
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.18989!/fi
le/The-inclusive-learning-and-teaching-
handbook.pdf  
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Principle 1: Provide multiple means of 
representation  

Checkpoint 2: Provide options for language, mathematical expressions, 
and symbols 

- Clarify words and symbols 

- Clarify syntax and structure 

- Support decoding of tekst 

- Illustrate through multiple media 

 





Principle 1: Provide multiple means of 
representation  

Checkpoint 3: Provide options for comprehension 

- Activate or supply background knowledge 

- Highlight patterns, big ideas and relationships 

- Guide information processing, visualisation 

- Maximize transfer and generalisation 

 



Principle 2: Provide multiple means of action 
and expression 

Checkpoint 4: Provide options for physical action 

- Vary the methods for response and navigation 

- Keyboard, mouse, reading software, role play, dialogue, collaboration, 
project work, mind maps, polls, etc. 

 

 



Principle 2: Provide multiple means of action 
and expression 

Checkpoint 5: Provide options for expression and communication  

- Vary the methods for examination 

- Vary the type of questions 

- Use different (online) tools 

- Give clear feedback 

 

 

 



Principle 2: Provide multiple means of action 
and expression 

Checkpoint 6: Provide options for executive functions  

- Guide appropriate goal-setting 

- Support planning 

- Clarify expectations and requirements 

 

 

 



Principle 3: Provide multiple means of 
engagement 

Checkpoint 7: Provide options for recruiting interest 

- Optimize choice and autonomy 

- Optimize relevance 

- Minimize threats and distractions 

 

 

 



Principle 3: Provide multiple means of 
engagement 

Checkpoint 8: Provide options for sustaining effort and persistance 

- Use short term goals to achieve long term goals 

- Use schemes with reminders 

- Evaluate the process 

- Peer tutoring, peer feedback 

- Cooperative learning 

 

 

 





Principle 3: Provide multiple means of 
engagement 

Checkpoint 9: Provide options for self regulation 

- Develop self assessment 

- Develop reflection 

- Use camera, organise role play 

 

 



Inclusive assessment 

Tips on how to run exams 
inclusively 

 

Tips on flexibility when adjusting 
exams for particular students 

 

 

 

file:///D:/u0073619/Downloads/s
eedguide_inclusive.pdf  



Other useful websites 

Concrete tips on: 

• Producing accessible handouts 

• Introducing critical thinking to students  

• Understanding individual needs  

• Presentations that work  

• Assessment matters  

• The inclusive classroom  

• Language in lectures 

• Engaging lectures  

• Making online materials more accessible  

• … 

 

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.18989!/fil
e/The-inclusive-learning-and-teaching-handbook.pdf  
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Other useful websites 

• http://inclusive.tki.org.nz/guides/universal-design-for-learning/ 

• http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl 

• https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/system/files/inclusivelearningandteac
hing_finalreport.pdf  

• https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/inclusive-learning-
teaching#section-educators  

 

http://inclusive.tki.org.nz/guides/universal-design-for-learning/
http://inclusive.tki.org.nz/guides/universal-design-for-learning/
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Three-day workshop, Erasmus+ Inclusion 

June 27-29, 2018 

Accommodation in Leuven 

Leuven is located nearby Brussels Airport. There are regular trains from the airport to Leuven station. 

It takes approximately 15 minutes. 

Cheap and comfortable are for example La Royale, Mille Colonnes and Ibis budget. All three are 

close to the train and bus station, easy when you arrive in Leuven by train and easy to take the bus to 

Hertogstraat Campus. You can book through the hotel website or through Tripadvisor: 

https://www.tripadvisor.be/Hotels-g188669-Leuven_Flemish_Brabant_Province-Hotels.html  

La Royale 

Martelarenplein 6  

3000 Leuven  

 

Hotel Mille Colonnes 

Martelarenplein 5  

3000 Leuven  

 

https://www.tripadvisor.be/Hotels-g188669-Leuven_Flemish_Brabant_Province-Hotels.html
http://www.visitleuven.be/en/la-royale
http://www.visitleuven.be/en/hotel-mille-colonnes


Ibis Budget 

Martelarenlaan 10  

3010 Leuven  

 

Some other options are listed here: 

Huize Rafael 

Brusselsestraat 146 A  

3000 Leuven  

 

Begijnhof Hotel 

Groot Begijnhof 15  

3000 Leuven  

 

Ibis Leuven Centrum 

Brusselsestraat 52-56  

3000 Leuven  

http://www.visitleuven.be/en/ibis-budget
http://www.visitleuven.be/en/huize-rafael
http://www.visitleuven.be/en/begijnhof-hotel
http://www.visitleuven.be/en/ibis-leuven-centrum


 

Boardhouse 

Jules Vandenbemptlaan 6  

3001 Leuven  

 

Pentahotel 

Alfons Smetsplein 7  

3000 Leuven  

 

Martin's Klooster 

Onze-Lieve-Vrouwstraat 15  

3000 Leuven  

 

Hotel Binnenhof 

http://www.visitleuven.be/en/boardhouse
http://www.visitleuven.be/en/pentahotel
http://www.visitleuven.be/en/martins-klooster
http://www.visitleuven.be/en/hotel-binnenhof


Maria-Theresiastraat 65  

3000 Leuven  

 

Malon 

Martelarenplein 15  

3000 Leuven  

 

Theater Hotel 

Bondgenotenlaan 20  

3000 Leuven  

 

Hotel De Professor 

Naamsestraat 20  

3000 Leuven  

 

http://www.visitleuven.be/en/malon
http://www.visitleuven.be/en/theater-hotel
http://www.visitleuven.be/en/hotel-de-professor


Novotel Leuven Centrum 

Vuurkruisenlaan 4  

3000 Leuven  

 

Park Inn by Radisson 

Martelarenlaan 36  

3000 Leuven  

 

Hotel Industrie 

Martelarenplein 7  

3000 Leuven  

 

De Pastorij 

Sint-Michielsstraat 5  

3000 Leuven  

http://www.visitleuven.be/en/novotel-leuven-centrum
http://www.visitleuven.be/en/park-inn-radisson
http://www.visitleuven.be/en/hotel-industrie
http://www.visitleuven.be/en/de-pastorij


 

Tafelrond-The Fourth 

Grote Markt 5  

3000 Leuven  

 

 

New Damshire 

Schapenstraat 1  

3000 Leuven  

 

 

http://www.visitleuven.be/en/tafelrond-fourth
http://www.visitleuven.be/en/new-damshire








 

Three-day workshop, Erasmus+ Inclusion 

June 27-29, 2018 

Transportation from Brussels Airport to Leuven 

Leuven is located nearby Brussels Airport (Zaventem). There are regular trains from the airport to 

Leuven station. It takes approximately 15 minutes. 

If you arrive in Brussels South Airport (Charleroi), take a bus and a train to get to Leuven. More 

information: http://www.belgianrail.be/en/travel-tickets/tickets/charleroi-airport.aspx  

 

Location 

The three-day workshop takes place in a different location: at KULeuven LIMEL (Leuven Institute for 
Media and Learning).  
KULeuven LIMEL 
Kapeldreef 62 
3001 Heverlee 

 

How to reach KULeuven LIMEL? 

KULeuven, LIMEL is situated just outside the city center of Leuven. It is easily reachable by bus 2 from 

the central bus station in Leuven. Get off the bus at the last stop “Campus” (in Heverlee) after about 

30 minutes. After getting off the bus, take right. Then follow Kapeldreef for 400 m. Kapeldreef 62 is 

the last building next to the Innovation and Incubation Center of KULeuven. 

http://www.belgianrail.be/en/travel-tickets/tickets/charleroi-airport.aspx


 

 

 

 

 

Wifi 

Wifi will be provided at KUL, LIMEL. 

 

Coffee and lunch breaks 

 The coffee and lunch breaks are at KUL, LIMEL. 

 

 



Social dinner 

We organize a social dinner in Domus, one of the typical 

Belgian restaurants (and local brewery) in Leuven, on June 

28.  

Those who want to join, please sign the list distributed on 

day 1. The payment will be done per person on place. 

Address: Tiensestraat 8, 3000 Leuven 

Thursday 28 June, 19h30 
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